ANALYSIS ISR AELI HEDGE FUNDS

CAN ISRAEL BECOME A SERIOUS
HEDGE FUND HUB?

A rich pool of quant talent and an improved regulatory framework have
encouraged local hedge fund pros but a number of hurdles remain
BY DANIEL RZASA

A

n abundance of quant talent and more flexible regulation has led to a burst of hedge
fund activity in Israel in recent years, with
experts tipping the region for significant
growth going forwards.
Despite a big increase in Israeli hedge
fund start-ups over the last five years, the country has
stayed under the radar and is still very much in its infancy. But experts are hoping a rich pool of quant talent and
a slow but increasing level of interest from institutional
allocators can help the country emulate other successful
regional growth stories, such as Singapore, in the coming
years.
Currently, there are around 120 active hedge funds
in Israel, which collectively manage $4.1bn, according
to the latest 2017 Survey of Israeli Hedge Funds, which is
carried out by fund admin Tzur Management, although
others estimate the sector at around $5bn. This might
not sound like a huge sum but recent growth has been
significant.
“Since we started carrying out the survey in 2011,
the industry has grown from $2bn to over $4bn and the
number of funds doubled from 60 to 120. It continues to
grow at that fast rate,” says Yitz Raab, managing partner at
Tzur Management.
Lital Dagan, who is the CEO of the Israel Hedge Funds
Association (IHFA), agrees the rapid rate of growth is
likely to continue. “We assume that the whole industry
currently manages around $5bn and every year you can
see the growth between 15% and 20%,” she says.
Regulatory changes in the early 2000s were the foundations of the Israeli hedge fund industry. Significant financial reforms in Israeli capital markets and the ability
of Israeli institutional investors to allocate money outside
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of shekel-denominated securities opened the door to the
hedge fund sector in the region.
Another key reason for growth, however, is the availability of talent, especially for quantitative strategies.
POOL S OF TALENT
In a recent survey on emerging managers, conducted by
global trade body Aima and the prime broker GPP, 16%
of hedge fund managers described their strategies as
quantitative. In Israel, however, around a quarter of funds
would say that they are quant, according to Lawrence
Obertelli, who works in prime brokerage sales at GPP.
Tzur Management backs up this assessment, with the
admin estimating that 23% of Israeli hedge funds are systematic. This is not a coincidence. Israel has long had a
reputation as a start-up nation and technology companies have flourished since the 1960s in the so-called Israeli Silicon Wadi (in Hebrew and Arabic, wadi refers to
a valley). The drive to become one of the most advanced
tech nations in the world has created many successful
tech firms and has made Israeli companies the biggest
non-US-based constituents of the Nasdaq index.
The huge financial resource which has been poured
into technology research and development within the Israeli army has also created a fertile ground, with talented
individuals looking to apply what they have learned in
defence strategy to the world of quant asset management.
Silicon Wadi and former army pros are certainly feeding the growth of the hedge fund industry. “We see a lot
of managers in the quant space who come out of hi-tech
companies, elite army units and academia,” Raab says.
As well as this, Magna Capital COO Elior Sellam notes
that JP Morgan, Citi and Barclays have all opened quant
R&D centres in the country.
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The Israeli hedge fund industry is diversified across
strategies and asset classes, and is not specifically focused
on any single geography or strategy. But there is a clear
correlation between whether a fund is fundamental or
quant and where it invests, he adds.
“Of the managers that focus on investment outside of
Israel, the percentage of quant is much higher while most
fundamental managers invest in the local market. So when
you just look at the subset of global-focused managers, the
percentage of quants there is much higher than 25%.”
However, while there is ample talent on the quant side,
the industry is struggling to find enough people with generalist financial expertise.
“There is definitely a lack of talented people with financial backgrounds. There are some expats or Israelis
who used to work on Wall Street who are coming back,
but while the talent in technology is abundant, on the financial side it’s still not enough,” says Lior Segev, CEO
of Liquant Asset Management, a platform which partners
with quant managers.
The lack of an established alternatives history and any
lengthy track record are primary reasons why the sector
is still so small in AuM terms. According to Tzur’s survey, only 16 fund managers control assets of more than
$50m each, accounting for over 80% of industry assets.
And while the average AuM per fund has reached $40m,
the median AuM remains at $10m. However, local hedge
fund pros are hopeful the increased focus on quant investing and an influx of more seasoned traders will see
the industry grow significantly in the coming years.
“We are seeing many senior managers from institutions and insurance companies intending to operate a
hedge fund, many of whom have only left their firms in
recent months. Their track record will definitely be very
helpful when raising capital,” says Dagan.
ECOSYSTEM
The biggest challenge for sector growth in Israel, according to every market participant interviewed by
HFMWeek, is an underdeveloped hedge fund ecosystem.
Currently, Tzur Management is the only local fund administrator in the country. There are also only a handful
of prime brokerage firms, all of which come from abroad.
“There are only three prime brokers that are active in Israel,” Lior Segev says. “Jefferies, which is very
active;Société Générale, which is trying to be active; and
JPMorgan, which is very active on the quant side. For all
of them, it’s a fertile ground because there’s little competition here: it’s not that you have 20 other prime brokers
chasing the same business,” he adds.
Other smaller prime brokers such as GPP and Saxo
Bank are currently exploring opportunities in the region.
GPP’s Obertelli, who has started dealing with a small
number of local clients this year, says Israeli hedge funds
can be particularly demanding of their prime broker due
to their sophisticated trading methods and technologies. Local hedge fund professionals say service providers need to establish proper roots in the country to be
taken more seriously by the manager community. “You
can work with outside admins but there is a significant
advantage in working with a local firm,” says Alon Ozer,
CIO of the $350m Greater Miami Jewish Federation.
“In the same sense, law firms and accountants need to
build their experience because they haven’t had a lot of
time servicing hedge funds. And as all service providers
gain experience, the costs will be going down. Israel is
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THE TOP 5 BIGGEST HEDGE FUNDS IN ISR AEL
1. $ 1bn Sphera Fund is the largest and among the oldest hedge fund managers in Israel. Its flagship
l/s equity fund invests primarily in large cap equities in Israel, US and Europe and is up 8.7% YTD. It
also runs a l/s global healthcare fund, up 14.3% YTD, and l/s small-cap equity strategy.
2. Founded in 2006, Ion Asset Management focuses on Israeli equities. Its flagship Ion Israel Fund,
a l/s equity hedge fund investing in Israeli and Israel-related securities, has returned 13% YTD.
3. Noked Capital was founded in late 2013 and runs a multi-strategy hedge fund, Noked
Opportunity, and a long-biased equity event-driven strategy.
4. Pi Fund is an absolute return macro volatility hedge fund focused primarily on emerging market
currencies and sovereign debt, founded in March 2006.
5. The Alpha Group manages three strategies: l/s Israeli equity Alpha Opportunities; l/s global equity
Alpha Global, focusing on small-caps; and a private fund Alpha Value 1 LP, which invests in smallcap Israeli companies.
Source: Data Israel Hedge Fund Association - AuM unavailable for some of the funds

several years behind other markets so it’s just a matter of
evolution, which takes time.”
ALLOC ATORS
Ozer says he is confident that as the sector develops and
matures the amount of institutional capital invested in
the region will increase significantly.
“Currently, there is a lot of individual foreign capital
flowing to Israeli hedge funds, as well as money from
some funds of funds, and there are only a couple of managers that institutions invest in. But it’s just a matter of
time before other funds start to take institutional money
and then it is definitely going to flow,” he says.
Another important factor to consider, of course, is the
performance of Israeli hedge funds. According to the
Tzur Gilboa Israeli Hedge Fund Index, funds returned an
average 8% YTD through September after recording 8%
annual growth in both 2015 and 2016.
Steven Wagner, co-founder and CEO of Omnia Family
Wealth, a multi-family office with $1.5bn in AuA, and the
chair of the investment committee of the Greater Miami
Jewish Federation, also predicts an increase in international allocators taking the country seriously.
“As the industry picks up and we get more due diligence ability on the managers and track records, we
would absolutely have an interest in it,” says Wagner,
whose multi-family office portfolio has around 15% in
hedge funds, though not yet in any Israeli managers.
Private Israeli investors have so far been the force driving the growth in fund assets and continue to make up
two-thirds of capital managed by Israeli hedge funds, according to Tzur’s survey. Foreign investors have increased
allocations to Israeli funds in 2017 but still account for
only around 33% of the AuM.
Despite the hurdles, there is significant optimism
among locals that the sector can emulate other big regional growth stories in the hedge fund space, with Singapore often noted as the example to follow.
“In 2011, there were only a few hedge funds in Singapore with total AuM of $0.5bn. In five years, they grew to
around 200 hedge funds managing $18bn. We take it as a
case study,” Dagan says.
If the strong predictions for worldwide quant growth
materialise, and if the local service provider scene is able
to professionalise and develop to the satisfaction of ODD
experts at large institutional investor and consultants,
Dagan could be representing a significant hub of hedge
fund activity in five to ten years’ time.” 
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